Methods of Booking a Vehicle Rental

- Contact the agency travel agent - Sunflower Travel 1-316-733-2753 or send email to loleary@sunflowertravel.com
  
  o Keep in mind that the travel agency charges $26.50 for every airline that is processed and $10 for every car rental that is processed.

- Directly through this link also available on the Purchasing Website
  
  ✓ Enterprise Summary Page
  ✓ Hertz Summary Page

- Call Reservations Hotline
  
  ✓ Enterprise 1-800-264-6350
  ✓ Hertz 1-888-704-4473

- Online access at www.enterprise.com or www.hertz.com
- Walk-In to your nearest local Enterprise or Hertz location
- Be sure to reference the discount numbers to ensure you are getting State of KS contract rates

**Enterprise**

Use discount # - XZ51WSU - use when renting a Car, Minivan or SUV
Use discount # - XZ51WSC - use when renting a Truck, Cargo or 15 Passenger Van

**Hertz**

Use discount # - 1978737 regardless of which type of vehicle you are renting